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U4 AGE GROUP 
The U4 age group mostly consists of players 3 years old. Most players in the age group have not played soccer or any other                        
organized sport. 

BASIC RULES 
1. Schedule: Schedule is managed by the coaches, not the league. Coordinate with the other coaches for “game” days. 
2. Number of Players: 4v4: no goalkeepers 
3. Periods: 6 minute quarters (adjust as coaches see fit) 
4. Referees: none (coaches on field with players) 
5. Loose observance of "out of bounds": encourage players to dribble the ball back in-play instead of stopping the game.                   

Coaches should be in position to help keep the ball on the field. No throw-ins, corner kicks or goal kicks. 
6. No headers: all contact with the ball should be with the feet. No hands, no head. 
7. Substitutions: substitutions can take place at any time, but are recommended between quarters or directly after goals                 

scored.  
8. Positions: designating two players to “offense” and two players to “defense” can help prevent some overcrowding, but be                  

sure to keep the defensive players active. 

GOALS 
1. These younger age groups are all about having fun: there should be a lot of goals scored. Encourage players to attack                     

rather than defend. Discourage players from retreating to and blocking their goal. “Defend the ball, not the goal”. Most                   
players in this age group will get a lot of joy from scoring goals— even if they allow a lot more than they score. Teach                         
players to celebrate their goals without taunting their opponents. 

2. Games should be free flowing with as few stops as possible: don’t stop play for light fouls, but talk to the violator                      
about the foul while they’re out of the action. 

3. Encourage activity: in general, don’t obsess over spacing and passing; encourage players to compete for the ball and to                   
dribble through traffic. 

EQUIPMENT 
1. Size 3 ball: every player should have their own ball for practice 
2. Water: for every practice and game 
3. Cleats: Cleats must be soccer-specific. Baseball cleats and football cleats are not safe for play. 
4. Shin Guards: shin guards must be worn UNDER socks. 
5. Jewelry: jewelry and accessories (earrings, necklaces, etc) are not to be worn on the field. 
6. Uniform: shirts and socks for games will be provided 

PRACTICES 
1. Each team should practice once or twice per week (weather permitting). 
2. Practices and game times generally happen on the same night. Coordinate with other coaches on when to practice and                   

when to play a game.  
3. Players may have difficulty focusing for long periods. Limit practice times according to your players’ attention spans. 
4. Keep players engaged. Try to avoid too many drills that require players to wait in line.  
5. Get as many touches on the ball as you can.  
6. Encourage players to dribble the ball close. 
7. Discourage players from taking the ball away from their own teammates. 
8. Enlist parents to help. Players in this age group need a lot of attention and guidance. 
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U4 Training Program 
Andy Pinkerton, Head Coach Warren High School Girls Soccer 

 

U4 MAIN OBJECTIVES: 
● Recognition and use of both feet 
● Developing comfort with the ball through dribbling with different surfaces of each foot 
● Recognizing roles and expectations in transition 

COMPONENTS OF THE GAME 
● Fitness: Introduce the idea of how to warm-up and movement education. Begin education about nutrition with players and                  

parents. Balance, walking, running, how to start and stop, jumping, hopping, rolling, skipping, changing direction, bending,                
twisting and reaching. Be creative and have fun with this! 

● Technique: Dribbling (stop and start) and shooting. Experiment with the qualities of a rolling ball. 
● Psychology: Sharing, fair play, parental involvement, “how to play” and emotional management. 
● Tactics: Where is the field? The concept of boundary lines, at which goal to shoot and playing with the ball wherever it                      

may go. 
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Technical Warm-Up 

 

ALL THE SURFACES - BALL MANIPULATION 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Each player has a ball at their feet in the space. Coach should demonstration how to 
touch the ball with all the surfaces - Inside, Outside, Bottom (sole), Heel, and Toe. 
Players should dribble around and wait for the coach to call "PART OF THE FOOT - 
TOE" - in which they then dribble with that part of the foot to the ball. Encourage 
them to use see how fast they can go inside, Outside, Bottom (sole), Heel, and Toe 

Guided Questions:  What part of the foot can we use to dribble? Where should we 
dribble the ball? Where should you look to dribble the ball? 

 

BODY PART DRIBBLE 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

All players should have a ball at their feet. Players should dribble throughout the 
space and touch their body part to the ball on coach's command: EX: elbow, hand, 
knee, foot, head, tummy, etc 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot can you use to dribble? Where should the 
ball be while you are dribbling? Where can you look while dribbling? 

 

 

GATES DRIBBLE 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Place a pairs of cones (2-3 yards wide) throughout the space making several gates. 
Each player should have a ball at their feet. Count the number of gates dribbled 
through in a specific amount of time (1 minute). Players have to go through each 
gate once before the can go through the same gate again. Variations - -R foot only -L 
foot only -Inside foot dribble -Laces dribble 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot should you use to dribble? Where should 
you look while dribbling? When should you keep the ball close to you? When can you 
take bigger touches? 

 

SPELL YOUR NAME/PAINT THE GRASS 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Each player has a ball at their feet in the space. Players should dribble throughout 
the space trying to "paint" the various parts of the field, or spell their name. 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot do we use to dribble the ball? What part of 
the foot do we use to turn with the ball? 
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Small-Sided Activities 

 

BALL TAG 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

All players should have a ball at their feet. Players should dribble throughout the 
space and try to hit someone else's ball by passing their ball into the other ball. After 
they have tagged someone's ball, then should try to tag someone else. Players cannot 
tag the same player twice until they have tagged everyone. 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot do we use to pass the ball? What part of the 
ball do we kick to pass the ball? Where should we try to pass the ball? 

 

 

BASE TAG 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Place (4) bases made up of 3 cones (4x4x4) throughout the space. Designate a 
groups of player who are "it" to begin the game. The players who are it, are without a 
ball. Those who are not it have a ball. Only (1) player can be in a base at a time. If you 
are in a base, and someone new comes into the base you get "bumped" out. If you 
get tug outside the base, run over to coach to perform ball skills to enter the game 
again (juggles or toe taps #). After 2-3minutes, there is no re-entry once tug. Players 
rest outside space. Coach need to reduce the bases 1 by 1 to ensure there are fewer 
bases than players remaining. 

Guided Questions: Where should you look while dribbling? When should you keep 
the ball close to you? When can you take bigger touches? 

 

CONE DESTRUCTION - BUILDERS & BREAKERS 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Place 8-10 tall cones throughout the space. 3/4 (75%) of the players should be in 
pairs with one ball between them (breakers). The other 1/4 (25%) of players are 
without balls (builders). BREAKERS = The players with the ball should try to dribble/ 
pass into the cones and "knock them over." BUILDERS = Players without the balls 
can tackle the ball and knock away the ball. The players without the ball can "save" 
the cones by standing them back up once they've been knocked down. Objective = To 
have all the cones knocked over at one time. Coach should select builders & breakers 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot can you use to dribble? Where should the 
ball be while you are dribbling? Where can you look while dribbling? 

 

CONE MAZE 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Place 10-20 cones in random pattern in the middle of the field. Each player should 
have a ball at their feet. Line players use on one end of the field. When coach says 
"GO!" they should race to other side of the field with their ball. Try to avoid knocking 
over the cones. If you hit a cone you receive a strike. (3) strikes and you are out! Earn 
your way back into the game by running over to coach and performing toe taps or 
juggles. The player who does not hit a cone wins 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot can you use to dribble? change direction? 
Why should you keep your head up while dribbling? 
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Small Sided Activities 
KICK THE COACH 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Each player should have a ball at their feet. Players are to dribble around and try to 
"kick the coach" = pass the ball into the coach (below the knee). Points are scored for 
hitting the coach. Play for time - record scores 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot do we use to pass the ball? What part of the 
ball do we strike to pass the ball? 

 

 

PACMAN 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Place the balls in a circle cone box. (1) person is Pacman (coach starts as Pacman). 
Dribble the ball and try to pass the ball into someone's legs below the knee. If they are 
hit they become Pacman as well. Play until the last person is hit. The winner starts as 
Pacman. 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot do you use to strike the ball? Where should 
you strike the ball to pass it into someone? Where should you head be while dribbling 
the ball? 

 

RED LIGHT/GREEN LIGHT 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Each player has a ball at their feet in the space. Players start at one end of the space 
and race to the opposite end with the ball. Coach is the traffic conductor Red light = 
Stop & players put their foot on the ball. Yellow light = Slow down & players must 
dribble slowly Green light = Go & player dribble down the field Speeding Ticket = if I 
player gets caught speeding, and cannot stop them ball. Run over to the conductor 
with the ball. Step out of the game, and pay for the ticket with toe touches or juggles 

Guided Questions:  What parts of the foot can we use to stop the ball? Where should 
we looking dribbling? What part of the foot can we use to go fast? slow? 

 

SHARKS & MINNOWS 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Build a middle channel 20W x 5L. The sharks have to stay in their deep water channel 
and try to kick the balls away (out of bounds). The minnows need to cross over the 
deep water channel with their ball. If their ball gets kick away they become a shark. 
Winner = last minnow with their ball 

Guided Questions: Where can you dribble to avoid the sharks? What type of touches 
can you take to avoid the sharks? When should you try to cross the deep channel? 
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Small Sided Activities 

 

SLOT MACHINE MATCH-UPS 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Place (1) goal at each end of the space. Number the players #1-4 if possible. Position 
each group, white & red on opposite sides of Coach. Coach will play a ball into the 
field and call a (#) number(s). If your number is called run onto the field. If a goal is 
scored, or the ball goes out of bounds, run quickly back to your line. Play 1v1, 1v2, 
2v2, 2v3, 3v3 - Rotate numbers 

Guided Questions: What part of the foot should you use to dribble? Shoot? Where 
should you look while dribbling? When should you keep the ball close to you? When 
can you take bigger touches? 

 

 

Game 

 

SCRIMMAGE 
 
TRAINING AREA = 20W x 30L 

Play 3v3. Set up as many fields as the numbers will allow. Play for 6 minutes, get a 
water break, and play again. 

Reinforce all points above 
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